**THE TECH**

Friday, October 3, 1924
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**IMPROVED NUMBER OF BENCHMARK OUT**

**"I've Got It!" Presented Before Large Audience at Machias Opera House**

Early Friday morning, September 27, the Civil Engineers pulled into North Station after a two month sojourn at Camp Technology where they were attracted to the headlines of surviving the camp publication, The Roadside, made its appearance the day before the camp broke up. This year's number was four pages larger than any of the previous volumes and contained quite a few more cuts than earlier numbers-numerous scenes around the campus being shown. Professor E. L. Hoerner '97, contributed an article to the 1924 number giving reminiscences on some of his earlier campus trips.

This year's camp staged a harmless-amusement comedy entitled "I've Got It!" written by C. H. Topping '26 and M. C. Dow '26. The show was well attended by the townspeople of Machias, being followed by a dance. Labor Day the annual track meet was held, won easily by E. P. Jenps '25, thus giving him the right to have his mane engraved on the Camp Cup. Labor Day the usual "Open House" was held by the camp followed by a Tea Dance in the afternoon.

The baseball team was especially active playing a series of games with Lubeck, "Champions of Northeastern Maine," splitting even with them in their first two games but losing the rubber after an overtime battle. At intervals of about every three weeks Tea Dances were given by the Student Council, as he was after two years of intensive work, even the outline of his former series would be sufficient to call any- tODY to intercollegiate circles at the present time.

Tumbling from all appearances will be held hit for although Anderson graduated, Ed Waynes will be able to make quite a show. Ed Waynes is a true candidate for most his own team and successor to Mr. Waynes has shown such a tremendous effort in the past time that he will be able to make the best at the meet to serve their laurels. After a year of trials here at no college to wind things one may rise and if the one preceding year is a gauge to what he will do in the future all the gyninasts of other colleges. The one thing that with a little training and with the high bar his hand and his shown enough to warrant some pretty good expectations. Kalin is in the same class as Walker but the case is not quite so doubtful for Koch gets ready to good work, even the outline of his former series would be sufficient to call any- tODY to intercollegiate circles at the present time.

The high bar is another branch which has come through the battle rather well for off we see that Jack Levy, has uncovered it all Black King and two very promising men are looking up at the horizon in the shape of Tumbling from all appearances will be held hit for although Anderson graduated, Ed Waynes will be able to make quite a show. Ed Waynes is a true candidate for most his own team and successor to Mr. Waynes has shown such a tremendous effort in the past time that he will be able to make the best at the meet to serve their laurels. After a year of trials here at no college to wind things one may rise and if the one preceding year is a gauge to what he will do in the future all the gyninasts of other colleges. The one thing that with a little training and with the high bar his hand and his shown enough to warrant some pretty good expectations. Kalin is in the same class as Walker but the case is not quite so doubtful for Koch gets ready to good work, even the outline of his former series would be sufficient to call any- tODY to intercollegiate circles at the present time.

**QUALITY IN CLOTHES**

It’s just like quality in anything else—the result of skilled workmanship and by the use of quality materials.

We can offer you the assurance of clothes satisfaction in a Quality that won’t disappear and an Individuality that won’t lose its appeal.

---

**SELECTED GRADES**

Anthracite and Bituminous COAL

Burton-Furber Coal Co.

90 Congress Street

Boston

Student Desks

A fine line of efficient desks admirably suited to college use.

Priced extremely low

Example 40x27 in. $20.00

50x27 in. $28.00

MACEY-MORRIS

95 Bedford St., Boston

Tel. 1191, 1192

---

**TECH TAILOR**

Located in L. E. Knott Building

SPECIAL RATES TO ALL TECH MEN

---For Charlie---

We also have ladies and other clothes

---

**VENUS PENCILS**

All grades—100 to 200, one dozen 12c. bus. 1 cent 1d. cash. All black degrees— 3 copying, Arrows and Pencils Co.

ROBERT L. BURTON

54 Boylston Street, Boston